
Open German Championships Run Archery 2021 

Date 14th - 15th august 2021 

Organiser & 
venue 

SV Dallgow 47 e.V. | Timo Kledtke | meldung-bogen@sv-dallgow.de |  
Sportpark Dallgow-Döberitz |Hamburger Chaussee 168 | 14624 Dallgow-Döberitz 

Running 
distance, 
target size & 
classes 

Individual and team competitions will be conducted. 
 
Running distance per class in individual competition: 

The distance of penalty loop is approx. 60m for classes U10-U14 and approx. 105m 
for classes U17-Ü65. 

The shooting distance is 10m for classes U10 and 20m for all others. Competition 
classes are divided into “Standard” and “Traditional”. Athletes in “Standard” 
classes shooting with a recurve bow and aiming through a sight or through aiming 
point and string walking. Athletes in “Traditional” classes shooting without any 
sight, having at least one finger on the string touching the arrow.  
Classes can be combined if there are less than 3 participants. 

Target size: 

Competition class (Year of birth) Standard Traditional 

U10 m/w (2011+) 40cm 60cm 

U12 m/w und U14 m/w (2007-2010) 40cm 60cm 

U17-Ü65 m/w (before 2007) 20cm 40cm 
 

Competition class (Year of birth) Running distance Number of arrows 

U10 m/w (2011+) 4x approx. 400m 3x3 arrows 

U12 m/w und U14 m/w (2007-2010) 4x approx. 400m 3x3 arrows 

U17-Ü65 m/w (before 2007) 4x approx. 700m 3x4 arrows 

Entry fee The entry fee for classes U10, U12 and U14 is 20,00€ and for classes U17-Ü65 
30,00€. The fees must be transferred on the account of the DBSV after receipt of 
the invoice.  
The entry fee for teams is 15,00€ and will be paid at the venue. 

Registration The final entry date is on 6th June 2021.  
The registration must submitted via e-mail to gb.sport@dbsv1959.de and 
post@dbsv1959.de 

Schedule The schedule will be published after the deadline for registration.  

Rules General 
The athlete must carry the bow either in the hands or in a harness. The back 
harness fastened to the bow is allowed. The arrows can be placed at the shooting 
line. 

Individual competition 
Athletes have 12 arrows (athletes in U10-U14 classes only 9 arrows). Athletes run 4 
loops and shoot 3 ends of 4 arrows (U10-U14: 3 ends of 3 arrows). 

If there are more than 12 athletes per class, semi-finals will be conducted. Finals 
participants will be the 3 best athletes of each semi-final group and the 2 athletes 
remaining on the whole groups that have the best times of the semi-finals. Total: 8 
athletes. During a semi-final, athletes run 3 loops and shoot 2 ends. 

Athletes of classes U10-U14 must hit only one paper target face on the target.  
Athletes of all other classes have to hit the 4 paper target faces on the target with 
one arrow each per shooting end. The 4 paper target faces are placed horizontally 
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on the target for standard bow classes. The 4 paper target faces for traditional bow 
classes are placed on top left, top right, bottom left and bottom right on the target. 

Athletes of age classes “Damen” (year of birth: 1981-2000) and “Herren” (year of 
birth: 1976-2000) must shoot the 1st end from standing position, the 2nd end in 
kneeling position and the 3rd end from standing position. Athletes, while shooting 
in the kneeling position, shall only place one knee on the ground. 

Team competition 
A team consists of three athletes without regard to gender.  
Team competitions will be conducted for athletes of age class U10-U14 and for age 
class U17-Ü65. Athletes of age class U10-U14 run 3 loops of 400m each and shoot 2 
ends of 3 arrows. Athletes of age class U17-Ü65 run 3 loops of 700m each and shoot 
2 ends of 4 arrows. Every shooting end is from standing position.  

 

 


